Algorithms that learn through environmental interaction and delayed rewards, or reinforcement learning (RL), increasingly face the challenge of scaling to dynamic, highdimensional, and partially observable environments. Significant attention is being paid to frameworks from deep learning, which scale to high-dimensional data by decomposing the task through multilayered neural networks. While effective, the representation is complex and computationally demanding. In this work, we propose a framework based on genetic programming which adaptively complexifies policies through interaction with the task. We make a direct comparison with several deep reinforcement learning frameworks in the challenging Atari video game environment as well as more traditional reinforcement learning frameworks based on a priori engineered features. Results indicate that the proposed approach matches the quality of deep learning while being a minimum of three orders of magnitude simpler with respect to model complexity. This results in real-time operation of the champion RL agent without recourse to specialized hardware support. Moreover, the approach is capable of evolving solutions to multiple game titles simultaneously with no additional computational cost. In this case, agent behaviours for an individual game as well as single agents capable of playing all games emerge from the same evolutionary run.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is an area of machine learning in which an agent develops a decision-making policy through direct interaction with a task environment. Specifically, the agent observes the environment and suggests an action based on the observation, repeating the process until a task end state is encountered. The end state provides a reward signal that characterizes quality of the policy, or the degree of success/failure. The policy's objective is therefore to select actions that maximize this long-term reward.
In real-world applications of RL, the agent is likely to observe the environment through a high-dimensional sensory interface (e.g., a video camera). This potentially implies that: (1) RL agents need to be able to assess large amounts of "low-level" information; (2) complete information about the environment is often not available from a single observation; and (3) extended interactions and sparse rewards are common, requiring the agent to make thousands of decisions before receiving enough feedback to assess the quality of the policy. That said, the potential applications for RL are vast and diverse, from autonomous robotics (Kober and Peters, 2012) to video games (Szita, 2012) , thus motivating research into RL frameworks that are general enough to be applied to a variety of environments without the use of application specific features.
Addressing dynamic, high-dimensional, and partially observable tasks in RL has recently received significant attention on account of: (1) the availability of a convenient video game emulator supporting hundreds of titles, such as the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) (Bellemare, Naddaf et al., 2012) ; and, (2) human competitive results from deep learning (e.g., Mnih et al., 2015) . ALE defines state, s(t ), in terms of direct screen capture, while actions are limited to those of the original Atari console. Thus, learning agents interact with games via the same interface experienced by human players. In sampling 49 game titles, each designed to be interesting and challenging for human players, task environments with a wide range of properties are identified. As such, each game title requires a distinct RL policy that is capable of maximizing the score over the course of the game.
In this work, we introduce a genetic programming (GP) framework that specifically addresses challenges in scaling RL to real-world tasks while maintaining minimal model complexity. The algorithm uses emergent modularity (Nolfi, 1997) to adaptively complexify policies through interaction with the task environment. A team of programs represents the basic behavioural module (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2008b) , or a mapping from state observation to an action. In sequential decision-making tasks, each program within a team defines a unique bidding behaviour (Section 3.2), such that programs cooperatively select one action from the team relative to the current state observation at each time step.
Evolution begins with a population of simple teams, Figure 1a , which are then further developed by adding, removing, and modifying individual programs. This work extends previous versions of an earlier (symbiotic) approach to GP teaming (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2011; Doucette et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2012; Heywood, 2014b, 2014a) to enable emergent behavioural modularity from a single cycle of evolution by adaptively recombining multiple teams into variably deep/wide directed graph structures, or Tangled Program Graphs (TPG) 1 (Figure 1b ). The behaviour of each program, complement of programs per team, complement of teams per graph, and the connectivity within each graph are all emergent properties of an open-ended evolutionary process. The benefits of this approach are twofold:
1. A single graph of teams, or policy graph, may eventually evolve to include hundreds of teams, where each represents a simple, specialized behaviour ( Figure  1b) . However, mapping a state observation to an action requires traversing only one path through the graph from root (team) to leaf (action). Thus, the representation is capable of compartmentalizing many behaviours and recalling only those relevant to the current environmental conditions. This allows TPG to scale to complex, high-dimensional task environments while maintaining a relatively low computational cost per decision.
2. The programs in each team will collectively index a small, unique subset of the state space. As multiteam policy graphs emerge, only specific regions of the state space that are important for decision making will be indexed by the graph as a whole. Thus, emergent modularity allows the policy to simultaneously decompose the task spatially and behaviourally, detecting important regions of the state space and optimizing the decisions made in different regions. This minimizes the requirement for a priori crafting task specific features, and lets TGP perform both feature construction and policy discovery simultaneously.
Unlike deep learning, the proposed TPG framework takes an explicitly emergent, developmental approach to policy identification. Our interest is whether we can construct policy graph topologies "bottom-up" that match the quality of deep learning solutions without the corresponding complexity. Specifically, deep learning assumes that the neural architecture is designed a priori, with the same architecture employed for each game title. Thus, deep learning always performs millions of calculations per decision. TPG, on the other hand, has the potential to tune policy complexity to each task Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 environment, or game title, requiring only ≈ 1000 calculations per decision in the most complex case, and ≈ 100 calculations in the simpler cases.
In short, the aim of this work is to demonstrate that much simpler solutions can be discovered to dynamic, high-dimensional, and partially observable environments in RL without making any prior decisions regarding model complexity. As a consequence, the computational costs typically associated with deep learning are avoided without impacting on the quality of the resulting policies, that is, the cost of training and deploying a solution is now much lower. Solutions operate in real time without any recourse to multicore or GPU hardware platforms, thus potentially simplifying the developmental/deployment overhead in posing solutions to challenging RL tasks.
Relative to our earlier work, we: (1) extend the single title comparison of 20 titles with two comparator algorithms (Kelly and Heywood, 2017a) to include all 49 Atari game titles and eight comparator algorithms (Section 5); and (2) demonstrate that multitask performance can be extended from 3 to at least 5 game titles per policy and, unlike the earlier work, does not necessitate a Pareto objective formulation (Kelly and Heywood, 2017a) , just elitism (Section 7).
Background

Task Environment
The Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) (Bellemare, Naddaf et al., 2012) is an Atari 2600 video game emulator designed specifically to benchmark RL algorithms. The ALE allows RL agents to interact with hundreds of classic video games using the same interface as experienced by human players. That is, an RL agent is limited to interacting with the game using state, s(t ), as defined by the game screen, and 18 discrete (atomic) actions, that is, the set of Atari console paddle directions including "no action," in combination with/without the fire button. Each game screen is defined by a 210 × 160 pixel matrix with 128 potential colours per pixel, refreshed at a frame rate of 60 Hz. In practice, the raw screen frames are preprocessed prior to being presented to an RL agent (see Section 2.2 for a summary of approaches assumed to date, and Section 4.1 for the specific approach assumed in this work).
Interestingly, important game entities often appear intermittently over sequential frames, creating visible screen flicker. This is a common technique game designers used to work around memory limitations in the original Atari hardware. However, it presents a challenge for RL because it implies that Atari game environments are partially observable. That is to say, a single frame rarely depicts the complete game state.
In addition, agents stochastically skip screen frames with probability p = 0.25, with the previous action being repeated on skipped frames (Bellemare, Naddaf et al., 2012; Hausknecht and Stone, 2015) . This is a default setting in ALE, and aims to limit artificial agents to roughly the same reaction time as a human player as well as introducing an additional source of stochasticity. A single episode of play lasts a maximum of 18,000 frames, not including skipped frames.
RL under ALE Tasks
Historically, approaches to RL have relied on a priori designed task specific state representations (attributes). This changed with the introduction of the Deep Q-Network (DQN) . DQN employs a deep convolutional neural network architecture to encode a representation directly from screen capture (thus a task-specific representation). A multilayer perceptron is simultaneously trained from this representation
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 to estimate a value function (the action selector) through Q-learning. Image preprocessing was still necessary and took the form of down sampling the original 210 × 160 RGB frame data to 84 × 84 and extracting the luminance channel. Moreover, a temporal sliding window was assumed in which the input to the first convolution layer was actually a sequence of the four most recently appearing frames. This reduced the partial observability of the task, as all the game state should now be visible.
In assuming Q-learning, DQN is an off-policy method, for which one of the most critical elements is support for replay memory. As such, performance might be sensitive to the specific content of this memory (the "memories" replayed are randomly sampled). The General Reinforcement Learning Architecture (Gorila) extended the approach of DQN with a massively parallel distributed infrastructure (100s of GPUs) to support the simultaneous development of multiple DQN learners (Nair et al., 2015) . The contributions from the distributed learners periodically update a central "parameter server" that ultimately represents the solution. Gorila performed better than DQN on most game titles, but not in all cases, indicating that there are possibly still sensitivities to replay memory content.
Q-learning is also known to potentially result in action values that are excessively high. Such "overestimations" were recently shown to be associated with inaccuracies in the action values, where this is likely to be the norm during the initial stages of training (van Hasselt et al., 2016) . The solution proposed by van Hasselt et al. (2016) for addressing this issue was to introduce two sets of weights, one for action selection and one for policy evaluation. This was engineered into the DQN architecture by associating the two roles with DQN's online network and target network respectively. 2 The resulting Double DQN framework improved on the original DQN results for more than half of the 49 game titles from the ALE task.
Most recently, on-policy methods (e.g., Sarsa) have appeared in which multiple independent policies are trained in parallel (Mnih et al., 2016) . Each agent's experience of the environment is entirely independent (no attempt is made to enforce the centralization of memory/experience). This means that the set of RL agents collectively experience a wider range of states. The resulting evaluation under the Atari task demonstrated significant reductions to computational requirements 3 and better agent strategies. That said, in all cases, the deep learning architecture is specified a priori and subject to prior parameter tuning on a subset of game titles.
Neuro-evolution represents one of the most widely investigated techniques within the context of agent discovery for games. Hausknecht et al. (2014) performed a comparison of different neuro-evolutionary frameworks under two state representations: game title specific objects versus screen capture. Preprocessing for screen capture took the form of down sampling the original 210 × 160 RGB frame data to produce eight "substrates" of dimension 16 × 21 = 336; each substrate corresponding to one of the eight colours present in a SECAM representation (provided by the ALE). If the colour is present in the original frame data, it appears at a corresponding substrate node. Hausknecht et al. (2014) compared Hyper-NEAT, NEAT, and two simpler schemes for evolving neural networks under the suite of Atari game titles. Hyper-NEAT provides a developmental approach for describing large neural network architectures efficiently, while NEAT provides a scheme for discovering arbitrary neural topologies as well as weight values, beginning with a single fully connected neuron. NEAT was more effective under the low-dimensional object representation, whereas Hyper-NEAT was preferable for the substrate representation.
Finally, Liang et al. (2016) revisit the design of task specific state information using a hypothesis regarding the action of the convolutional neuron in deep learning. This resulted in a state space in the order of 110 million attributes when applied to Atari screen capture, but simplified decision making to a linear model. Thus, an RL agent could be identified using the on-policy Temporal Difference method of Sarsa. In comparison to deep learning, the computational requirements for training and deployment are considerably lower, but the models produced are only as good as the ability to engineer appropriate attributes.
Multitask RL under ALE
The approaches reviewed in Section 2.2 assumed that a single RL policy was trained on each game title. Conversely, multitask RL (MTRL) attempts to take this further and develop a single RL agent that is able to play multiple game titles. As such, MTRL is a step towards "artificial general intelligence," and represents a much more difficult task for at least two reasons: (1) RL agents must not "forget" any of their policy for playing a previous game while learning a policy for playing a new game, and (2) during test, an RL agent must be able to distinguish between game titles without recourse to additional state information.
To date, two deep learning approaches have been proposed for this task. Parisotto et al. (2015) first learn each game title independently and then use this to train a single architecture for playing multiple titles. More recently Kirkpatrick et al. (2016) proposed a modification to Double DQN in which subsets of weights (particularly in the MLP) are associated with different tasks and subject to lower learning rates than weights not already associated with previously learned tasks. They were able to learn to play up to 6 game titles at a level comparable with the original DQN (trained on each title independently), albeit when the game titles are selected from the set of games for which DQN was known to perform well on.
Tangled Program Graphs
Modular task decomposition through teaming has been a recurring theme with genetic programming. Previous studies examined methods for combining the contribution from individual team members (Brameier and Banzhaf, 2001) , enforcing island models (Imamura et al., 2003) , or interchanging team-wise versus individual-wise selection (Thomason and Soule, 2007) . A common limitation of such schemes was a requirement to pre-specify the number of programs appearing within a team. Moreover, even when team complement is evolved in an open ended way, it has previously been necessary to define fitness at both the level of the individual program and team (e.g., Wu and Banzhaf, 2011) . Such limitations need to be addressed in order to facilitate completely open ended approaches to evolution.
Evolving Teams of Programs
Enabling the evolution of the number and complement of programs per team in an open manner was previously addressed in part through the use of a bidding metaphor (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2008a) , in which case programs represent action, a, and context, p, independently. That is, each program defines the context for a single discrete action, or a ∈ {A} where A denotes the set of task specific atomic actions. Actions are
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 assigned to the program at initialization and potentially modified by variation operators during evolution. A linear program representation is assumed 4 in which a register level transfer language supports the 4 arithmetic operators, cosine, logarithmic, the exponential operation, and a conditional statement (see Algorithm 1). The linear representation facilitates skipping "intron" code, where this can potentially represent 60-70% of program instructions (Brameier and Banzhaf, 2007) . Naturally, determining which of the available state variables are actually used in the program, as well as the number of instructions and their operations, are both emergent properties of the evolutionary process. After execution, register R[0] represents the "bid" or "confidence" for the program's action, a, relative to the currently observed state, s(t ). A team maps each state observation, s(t ), to a single action by executing all team members (programs) relative to s(t ), and then choosing the action of the highest bidder. If programs were not organized into teams, in which case all programs within the same population would compete for the right to suggest their action, it is very likely that degenerate individuals (programs that bid high for every state), would disrupt otherwise effective bidding strategies.
Adaptively building teams of programs is addressed here through the use of a symbiotic relation between a team population and a program population; hereafter "TeamGP" (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2008b) . Each individual of the team population represents an index to some subset of the program population (see Figure 2a) . Team individuals therefore assume a variable length representation in which each individual is stochastically initialized with [2, . . . , ω] pointers to programs from the program population. The only constraint is that there must be at least two different actions indexed by the complement of programs within the same team. The same program may appear in multiple teams, but must appear in at least one team to survive between consecutive generations.
Performance (i.e., fitness) is expressed only at the level of teams, and takes the form of the task dependent objective(s). After evaluating the performance of all teams, the worst R gap teams are deleted from the team population. After team deletion, any program that fails to be indexed by any team must have been associated with the worst performing teams, hence is also deleted. This avoids the need to make arbitrary decisions regarding the definition of fitness at the team versus program level (which generally take the form of task specific heuristics, thus limiting the applicability of the model to specific application domains). Following the deletion of the worst teams, new teams are introduced by sampling, cloning, and modifying R gap surviving teams. Naturally, if there is a performance benefit in smaller/larger teams and/or different program complements, this will be reflected in the surviving team-program complements (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2010) , that is, team-program complexity is a developmental trait.
Evolving Graphs of Teams
Evolution begins with a program population in which program actions are limited to the task specific (atomic) actions (Figures 1a and 2a) . In order to provide for the evolution of hierarchically organized code under a completely open ended process of evolution (i.e., emergent behavioural modularity), program variation operators are allowed to introduce actions that index other teams within the team population. To do so, when a program's action is modified, it has a probability (p atomic ) of referencing either a different atomic action or another team. Thus, variation operators have the ability to incrementally construct multiteam policy graphs (Figures 1b and 2b) .
Each vertex in the graph is a team, while each team member, or program, represents one outgoing edge leading either to another team or an atomic action. Decisionmaking in a policy graph begins at the root team, where each program in the team will produce one bid relative to the current state, s(t ). Graph traversal then follows the program/edge with the largest bid, repeating the bidding process for the same s(t ) at every team/vertex along the path until an atomic action is encountered. Thus, given some state of the environment at time step t, the policy graph computes one path from root to atomic action, where only a subset of programs in the graph (i.e., those in teams along the path) require execution. Algorithm 2 details the process for evaluating the TPG individual, which is repeated at every frame, s(t ), until an end-of-game state is encountered and fitness for the policy graph can be determined.
As multiteam policy graphs emerge, an increasingly tangled web of connectivity develops between the team and program populations. The number of unique solutions, or policy graphs, at any given generation is equal to the number of root nodes (i.e., teams
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 that are not referenced as any program's action) in the team population. Only these root teams are candidates to have their fitness evaluated, and are subject to modification by the variation operators.
In each generation, R gap of the root teams are deleted and replaced by offspring of the surviving roots. The process for generating team offspring uniformly samples and clones a root team, then applies mutation-based variation operators to the cloned team which remove, add, and mutate some of its programs.
The team generation process introduces new root nodes until the number of roots in the population reaches R size . The total number of sampling steps for generating offspring fluctuates, as root teams (along with the lower policy graph) are sometimes "subsumed" by a new team. Conversely, graphs can be separated, for example, through program action mutation, resulting in new root nodes/policies. This implies that after initialization, both team and program population size varies. Furthermore, while the number of root teams remains fixed, the number of teams that become "archived" as internal nodes (i.e., a library of reusable code) fluctuates.
Limiting evaluation, selection, and variation to root teams only has two critical benefits: (1) the cost of evaluation and the size of the search space remains low because only a fraction of the team population (root teams) represent unique policies to be evaluated and modified in each generation and (2) since only root teams are deleted, introduced, or modified, policy graphs are incrementally developed from the bottom up. As such, lower-level complex structures within a policy graph are protected as long as they contribute to an overall strong policy.
In summary, the teaming GP framework of Lichodzijewski and Heywood (2010) is extended to allow policy graphs to emerge, defining the inter-relation between teams. As programs composing a team typically index different subsets of the state space (i.e., Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 the screen in the case of ALE), the resulting policy graph will incrementally adapt, indexing more or less of the state space and defining the types of decisions made in different regions. Finally, Kelly et al. (2018) provide an additional pictorial summary of the TPG algorithm.
Neutrality Test
When variation operators introduce changes to a program, there is no guarantee that the change will: (1) result in a behavioural change, and (2) even if a behavioural change results, it will be unique relative to the current set of programs. Point 1 is still useful as it results in the potential for multiple code changes to be incrementally built up before they appear, or neutral networks (Brameier and Banzhaf, 2007) . However, this can also result in wasted evaluation cycles because there is no functional difference relative to the parent. Given that fitness evaluation is expensive, we therefore test for behavioural uniqueness. Specifically, 50 of the most recent state observations are retained in a global archive, or s(t ) ∈ {t last − 49, . . . , t last }. When a program is modified or a new program is created, its bid for each state in the archive is compared against the bid of every program in the current population. As long as all 50 bid values from the new program are not within τ of all bids from any other program in the current population, the new program is accepted. If the new program fails the test, then another instruction is mutated and the test repeated. We note that such a process has similarities with the motivation of novelty search (Lehman and Stanley, 2011) , that is, a test for different outcomes. However, as this process appears at a program, there is no guarantee that this will result in any novel behaviour when it appears in a team and it is still fitness at the level of team/agents that determines survival.
Experimental Methodology
For comparative purposes, evaluation of TPG will assume the same general approach as established in the original DQN evaluation . Thus, we assume the same subset of 49 Atari game titles and, post training, test the champion TPG agent under 30 test episodes initialized with a stochastically selected number of initial no-op actions (described in Section 5.1). This will provide us with the widest range of previous results for comparative purposes.
5 Five independent TPG runs are performed per game title, where this appears to reflect most recent practice for deep learning results. 6 The same parameterization for TPG was used for all games (Section 4.2). The only information provided to the agents was the number of atomic actions available for each game, the preprocessed screen frame during play (Section 4.1), and the final game score. Each policy graph was evaluated in 5 game episodes per generation, up to a maximum of 10 game episodes per lifetime. Fitness for each policy graph is simply the average game score over all episodes. A single champion policy for each game was identified as that with the highest training reward at the end of evolution.
State Space Screen Capture
Based on the observation that the visual input has a lot of redundant information (i.e., visual game content is designed for maximizing entertainment value, as opposed to a 5 An alternative test scenario has also appeared in which the RL agent takes over from game state identified by a human player in an attempt to introduce further diversity into RL agent start state selection (Nair et al., 2015; Mnih et al., 2016) . 6 The original DQN results only reflected a single run per title .
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Figure 3: Screen quantization steps, reducing the raw Atari pixel matrix (a) to 1344 decimal state variables (c) using a checkered subsampling scheme (b).
need to convey content with a minimal amount of information), we adopt a quantization approach to preprocessing. The following two-step procedure is applied to every game frame:
1. A checkered pattern mask is used to sample 50% of the pixels from the raw game screen (see Figure 3b ). Each remaining pixel assumes the 8-colour SECAM encoding. The SECAM encoding is provided by ALE as an alternative to the default NTSC 128-colour format. Uniformly skipping 50% of the raw screen pixels improves the speed of feature retrieval while having minimal effect on the final representation, since important game entities are usually larger than a single pixel.
2. The frame is subdivided into a 42 × 32 grid. 7 Each grid tile is described by a single byte, in which each bit encodes the presence of one of eight SECAM colours within that tile. The final quantized screen representation includes each tile byte as a decimal value, so defining a state state space s(t ) of 42 × 32 = 1,344 decimal features in the range of 0-255, visualized in Figure 3c for the game Up 'N Down at time step (frame) t.
This state representation is inspired by the Basic method defined in Bellemare, Naddaf et al. (2012) . Note, however, that this method does not use a priori background detection or pairwise combinations of features.
In comparison to the DQN approach Nair et al., 2015) , no attempt is made to design out the partially observable properties of game content (see discussion of Section 2.2). Moreover, the deep learning architecture's three layers of convolution filters reduce the down sampled 84 × 84 = 7,056 pixel space to a dimension of 3,136 before applying a fully connected multilayer perceptron (MLP).
8 It is the combination of convolution layer and MLP that represents the computational cost of deep learning. Naturally, this imparts a fixed computational cost of learning as the entire DQN architecture is specified a priori (Section 6.3).
In contrast, TPG evolves a decision-making agent from a 1,344 dimensional space. In common with the DQN approach, no feature extraction is performed as part of the preprocessing step, just a quantization of the original frame data. Implicit in this is an assumption that the state space is highly redundant. TPG therefore perceives the state space, s(t ) (Figure 3c ), as read-only memory. Each TPG program then defines a potentially unique subset of inputs from s(t ) for incorporation into their decision-making process. The emergent properties of TPG are then required to develop the complexity of a solution, or policy graph, with programs organized into teams and teams into graphs. Thus, rather than assuming that all screen content contributes to decision making, the approach adopted by TPG is to adaptively subsample from the quantized image space. The specific subset of state variables sampled within each agent policy is an emergent property, discovered through interaction with the task environment alone. The implications of assuming such an explicitly emergent approach on computational cost will be revisited in Section 6.3.
TPG Parameterization
Deploying population-based algorithms can be expensive on account of the number of parameters and inter-relation between different parameters. In this work, no attempt has been made to optimize the parameterization (see Table 1 ); instead we carry over a basic parameterization from experience with evolving single teams under a supervised learning task (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2010) .
Three basic categories of parameter are listed: Neutrality test (Section 3.2.1), Team population, and Program population (Figure 2 ). In the case of the Team population, the biggest parameter decisions are the population size (how many teams to simultaneously support), and how many candidate solutions to replace at each generation (Rgap). The parameters controlling the application of the variation operators common to earlier instances of TeamGP (p md , p ma , p mm , p mn ) also assume the values used under supervised learning tasks (Lichodzijewski and Heywood, 2010) . Conversely, p atomic represents a parameter specific to TPG, where this defines the relative chance of mutating an action to an atomic action versus a pointer to a team (Section 3.2).
Likewise, the parameters controlling properties of the Program population assume values used for TeamGP as applied to supervised learning tasks for all but maxP rogSize. In essence this has been increased to the point where it is unlikely to be encountered during evolution. The caption of Algorithm 1 summarizes the instruction set and representation adopted for programs.
The computational limit for TPG is defined in terms of a computational resource time constraint. Thus, experiments ran on a shared cluster with a maximum runtime of 2 weeks per game title. The nature of some games allowed for >800 generations, while others limited evolution to a few hundred. No attempt was made to parallelize execution within each run (i.e., the TPG code base executes as a single thread), the cluster merely enabled each run to be made simultaneously. Incidentally, the DQN results required 12-14 days per game title on a GPU computing platform (Nair et al., 2015) .
Single-Task Learning
This section documents TPG's ability to build decision-making policies in the ALE from the perspective of domain-independent AI, that is, discovering policies for a variety of ALE game environments with no task-specific parameter tuning. Before presenting detailed results, we provide an overview of training performance for TPG on the suite of 49 ALE titles common to most benchmarking studies (Section 2.2). Figure 4 illustrates average TPG training performance (across the 5 runs per game title) as normalized relative to DQN's test score (100%) and random play (0%) . The random agent simply selects actions with uniform probability at each game frame. 9 Under test conditions, TPG exceeds DQN's score in 27 games (Figure 4a ), while DQN maintains the highest score in 21 games (Figure 4b ). Thus, TPG and DQN are broadly comparable from a performance perspective, each matching/beating the other in a subset of game environments. Indeed, there is no statistical difference between TPG and DQN test scores over all 49 games (Section 5.1). However, TPG produces much simpler solutions in all cases, largely due to its emergent modular representation, which automatically scales through interaction with the task environment. That is to say, concurrent to learning a Figure 4 : TPG training curves, each normalized relative to DQN's score in the same game (100%) and random play (0%): (a) shows curves for the 27 games in which TPG ultimately exceeded the level of DQN under test conditions and (b) shows curves for the 21 games in which TPG did not reach DQN level during test. Note that in several games TPG began with random policies (generation 1) that exceeded the level of DQN. Note that these are training scores averaged over 5 episodes in the given game title, and are thus not as robust as DQN's test score used for normalization. Also, these policies were often degenerate. For example, in Centipede, it is possible to get a score of 12,890 by selecting the "up-right-fire" action in every frame. While completely uninteresting, this strategy exceeds the test score reported for DQN (8, 390 ) and the reported test score for a human professional video game tester (11,963) . Regardless of their starting point, TPG policies improve throughout evolution to become more responsive and interesting. Note also that in Video Pinball, TPG exceeded DQN's score during training but not under test. The curve for Montezuma's Revenge is not pictured, a game in which neither algorithm scores any points. strategy for gameplay, TPG explicitly answers the question of: (1) what to index from the state representation for each game; and (2) what components from other candidate policies to potentially incorporate within a larger policy. Conversely, DQN assumes a particular architecture, based on a specific deep learning-MLP combination, in which all state information always contributes.
Competency under the Atari Learning Environment
The quality of TPG policies is measured under the same test conditions as used for DQN, or the average score over 30 episodes per game title with different initial conditions and a maximum of 18,000 frames per game Nair et al., 2015) . Diverse initial conditions are achieved by forcing the agent to select "no action" for the first noop frames of each test game, where no-op ∈ [0, 30], selected with uniform probability at 360 Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 the start of each game.
10 Since some game titles derive their random seed from initial player actions, the stochastic no-op ensures a different seed for each test game. Stochastic frame skipping, discussed in Section 2.1, implies variation in the random seeds and a stochastic environment during gameplay. Both frame skipping and no-op are enforced in this work to ensure a stochastic environment and fair comparison to DQN. Likewise, the available actions per game are also assumed to be known.
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Two sets of comparator algorithm are considered:
• Screen capture state: construct models from game state, s(t ), defined in terms of some form of screen capture input. 12 These include the original DQN deep learning results , DQN as deployed through a massive distributed search (Nair et al., 2015) , double DQN (van Hasselt et al., 2016) , and hyper-NEAT (Hausknecht et al., 2014) . While the original DQN report emphasized comparison with a human professional game tester , we avoid such a comparison here primarily because the human results are not reproducible.
• Engineered features: define game state, s(t ), in terms of features designed a priori; thus, significantly simplifying the task of finding effective policies for game play, but potentially introducing unwanted biases. Specifically, the Hyper-NEAT and NEAT results use hand crafted "Object" features specific to each game title in which different "substrates" denote the presence and location of different classes of object (see Hausknecht et al., 2014 and the discussion of Section 2.2). The Blob-PROST results assume features designed from an attempt to reverse engineer the process performed by DQN (Liang et al., 2016) . The resulting state space is a vector of ≈110 × 10 6 attributes from which a linear RL agent is constructed (Sarsa). Finally, the best performing Sarsa RL agent (Conti-Sarsa) is included from the DQN study where this assumes the availability of "contingency awareness" features (Bellemare, Veness et al., 2012b ).
In each case TPG based on screen capture will be compared to the set of comparator models across a common set of 49 Atari game titles. Statistical significance will be assessed using the Friedman test, where this is a nonparametric form of ANOVA (Demšar, 2006; Japkowicz and Shah, 2011) . Specifically, parametric hypothesis tests assume commensurability of performance measures. This would imply that averaging results across multiple game titles makes sense. However, given that the score step size and types of property measured in each title are typically different, then averaging Null test performance across multiple titles is no longer commensurable. Conversely, the Friedman test establishes whether or not there is a pattern to the ranks. Rejecting the Null hypothesis implies that there is a pattern, and the Nemenyi post hoc test can be applied to assess the significance (Demšar, 2006; Japkowicz and Shah, 2011) . 10 Some game titles will be more affected than others. For example, titles such as Ms. Pac-Man play a song for the first ≈70 games frames while the agent's actions are ignored (thus no-op has no effect), while the agent takes control immediately in other game titles.
11 The study of Liang et al. (2016) questions this assumption, but finds that better performance resulted when RL agents were constructed with the full action space.
12 Reviewed in Section 2.2 for comparator algorithms and detailed in Section 4.1 for TPG.
In the case of RL agents derived from screen capture state information (Table 7 , Appendix A), the Friedman test returns a χ 2 F = 21.41 which for the purposes of the Null hypothesis has an equivalent value from the F-distribution of F F = 5.89 (Demšar, 2006) . The corresponding critical value F (α = 0.01, 4, 192) is 3.48, hence the Null hypothesis is rejected. Applying the post hoc Nemenyi test (α = 0.05) provides a critical difference of 0.871. Thus, relative to the best ranked algorithm (Gorila), only Hyper-NEAT is explicitly identified as outside the set of equivalently performing algorithms (or 2.63 + 0.871 < 3.87). This conclusion is also borne out by the number of game titles for which each RL agent provides best case performance; Hyper-NEAT provides 4 best case game titles, whereas TPG, Double DQN and Gorila return at least 11 best title scores each (Table 7 , Appendix A).
Repeating the process for the comparison of TPG 13 to RL agents trained under hand crafted features (Table 8) , the Friedman test returns a χ 2 F = 80.59 and an equivalent value from the F-distribution of F F = 33.52. The critical value is unchanged as the number of models compared and game titles is unchanged, hence the Null hypothesis is rejected. Likewise the critical difference from the post hoc Nemenyi test (α = 0.05) is also unchanged, 0.871. This time only the performance of the Conti-Sarsa algorithm is identified as significantly worse (or 2.16 + 0.871 < 4.76).
In summary, these results mean that despite TPG having to develop all the architectural properties of a solution, TPG is still able to provide an RL agent that performs as well as current state of the art. Conversely, DQN assumes a common prespecified deep learning topology consisting of millions of weights. Likewise, Hyper-NEAT assumes a pre-specified model complexity of ≈900,000 weights, irrespective of game title. As will become apparent in the next section, TPG is capable of evolving policy complexities that reflect the difficulty of the task.
Simplicity through Emergent Modularity
The simplest decision making entity in TPG is a single team of programs (Figure 1a) , representing a standalone behaviour which maps quantized pixel state to output (action). Policies are initialized in their simplest form: as a single team with between 2 and ω programs. Each initial team will subsample a typically unique portion of the available (input) state space. Throughout evolution, search operators will develop team/program complement and may incrementally combine teams to form policy graphs. However, policies will complexify only when/if simpler solutions are outperformed. Thus, solution complexity is an evolved property driven by interaction with the task environment. By compartmentalizing decision making over multiple independent modules (teams), and incrementally combining modules into policy graphs, TPG is able to simultaneously learn which regions of the input space are important for decision making and discover an appropriate decision-making policy.
Behavioural Modularity
Emergent behavioural modularity in the development of TPG solutions can be visualized by plotting the number of teams incorporated into the champion policy graph as a function of generation (see Figure 5a) . Development is nonmonotonic, and the specificity of team compliment as a function of game environment is readily apparent. For example, a game such as Asteroids may see very little in the way of increases to team complement as generations increase. Conversely, Ms. Pac-Man, which is known to be 13 TPG still assumes screen capture state.
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Figure 5: Emergent modularity. (a) Development of the number of teams per champion policy graph as a function of generation and game title. The run labeled "Rand" reflects the number of teams per policy when selection pressure is removed, confirming that module emergence is driven by selective pressure rather than drift or other potential biases. Black circles indicate the total number of teams in each champion policy, while × symbols indicate the average number of teams visited to make each single decision during testing. (b) Development of the proportion of input space indexed by champion policies. Black circles indicate the total proportion indexed by each champion policy, while × symbols indicate the average proportion observed to make each single decision during testing. For clarity, only the 27 game titles with TPG agent performance ≥DQN are depicted. a complex task (Pepels and Winands, 2012; Schrum and Miikkulainen, 2016) , saw the development of a policy graph incorporating ≈200 teams. Importantly, making a decision in any single time step requires following one path from the root team to atomic action. Thus, the cost in mapping a single game frame to an atomic action is not linearly correlated to the graph size. For example, while the number of teams in the Alien policy was ≈60, on average only 4 teams were visited per graph traversal during testing (see × symbols in Figure 5a ). Indeed, while the total number of teams in champion TPG policy graphs ranges from 7 (Asteroids) to 300 (Bowling), the average number of teams visited per decision is typically less than 5 (Figure 5a ).
Evolving Adapted Visual Fields
Each Atari game represents a unique graphical environment, with important events occurring in different areas of the screen, at different resolutions, and from different perspectives (e.g., global maze view versus first-person shooter). Part of the challenge with high-dimensional visual input data is determining what information is relevant to the task. Naturally, as TPG policy graphs develop, they will incrementally index more of the state space. This is likely one reason why they grow more in certain environments.
Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 Figure 5b plots the proportion of input space indexed by champion policy graphs throughout development, where this naturally correlates with the policy graph development shown in Figure 5a . Thus, the emergent developmental approach to model building in TPG can also be examined from the perspective of the efficiency with which information from the state space s(t ) is employed. In essence, TPG policies have the capacity to develop their own Adapted Visual Fields (AVF). While the proportion of the visual field (input space) covered by a policy's AVF ranges from about 10% (Asteroids) to 100% (Bowling), the average proportion required to make each decision remains low, or less than 30% (see × symbols Figure 5b) . Figure 6 provides an illustration of the AVF as experienced by a single TPG team (c) versus the AVF for an entire champion TPG policy graph (d) in the game "Up 'N Down." This is a driving game in which the player steers a dune buggy along a track that zigzags vertically up and down the screen. The goal is to collect flags along the route and avoid hitting other vehicles. The player can smash opponent cars by jumping on them using the joystick fire button, but loses a turn upon accidentally hitting a car or jumping off the track. TPG was able to exceed the level of DQN in Up 'N Down (test games consistently ended due to the 18,000 frame limit rather than agent error) with a policy graph that indexed only 42% of the screen in total, and an average 12% of the screen per decision 364 Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 (see column %SP in Table 3 ). The zigzagging patterns that constitute important game areas are clearly visible in the policy's AVF. In this case, the policy learned a simplified sensor representation well tailored to the task environment. It is also apparent that in the case of the single TPG team, the AVF does not index state information from a specific local region, but instead samples from a diverse spatial range across the entire image (Figure 6c) .
In order to provide more detail, column %SP in Table 3 gives the percent of state space (screen) indexed by the policy as a whole. Maze tasks, in which the goal involves directing an avatar through a series of 2-D mazes (e.g., Bank Heist, Ms. Pac-Man, Venture) typically require near-complete screen coverage in order to navigate all regions of the maze, and relatively high-resolution is important to distinguish various game entities from maze walls. However, while the policy as a whole may index most of the screen, the modular nature of the representation implies that no more than 27% of the indexed space is considered before making each decision (Table 3 , column %SP), significantly improving the runtime complexity of the policy. Furthermore, adapting the visual field implies that extensive screen coverage is only used when necessary. Indeed, in 10 of the 27 games for which TPG exceeded the score of DQN, it did so while indexing less that 50% of the screen, further minimizing the number of instructions required per decision.
In summary, while the decision-making capacity of the policy graph expands through environment-driven complexification, the modular nature of a graph representation implies that the cost of making each decision, as measured by the number of teams/programs which require execution, remains relatively low. Section 6.3 investigates the issue of computational cost to build solutions, and Section 6.4 will consider the cost of decision making post-training.
Computational Cost
The budget for model building in DQN was to assume a fixed number of decision making frames per game title (50 million). The cost of making each decision in deep learning is also fixed a priori, a function of the preprocessed image (Section 6.3) and the complexity of a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Simply put, the former provides an encoding of the original state space into a lower-dimensional space; the latter represents the decision-making mechanism.
As noted in Section 4.2, TPG runs are limited to a fixed computational time of 2 weeks per game title. However, under TPG the cost of decision making is variable as solutions do not assume a fixed topology. We can now express computational cost in terms of the cost to reach the DQN performance threshold (27 game titles), and the typical cost over the two-week period (remaining 21 game titles). Specifically, let T be the generation at which a TPG run exceeds the performance of DQN. P (t ) denotes the number of policies in the population at generation t. Let i(t ) be the average number of instructions required by each policy to make a decision, and let f (t ) be the total number of frames observed over all policies at generation t; then the total number of operations required by TPG to discover a decision-making policy for each game is T t=1 P (t ) × i(t ) × f (t ). When viewed step-wise, this implies that computational cost can increase or decrease relative to the previous generation, depending on the complexity of evaluating TPG individuals (which are potentially all unique topologies). Figure 7 plots the number of instructions required for each game over all decisionmaking frames observed by agents during training. Figure 7a Black diamonds denote the most complex cases, with text indicating the cumulative number of operations required to train each algorithm up to that point. DQN's architecture is fixed a priori, thus cumulative computational cost at each frame is simply a sum over the number of operations executed up to that frame. TPG's complexity is adaptive, thus producing a unique development curve and max operations for each game title. Frame limit for DQN was 50 million (5 × 10 7 ). Frame limit for TPG, imposed by a cluster resource time constraint of 2 weeks, is only reached in (b).
threshold, that is, the computational cost of reaching the DQN performance threshold. Conversely, Figure 7b illustrates the computational cost for games that never reached the DQN performance threshold, that is, terminated at the 2-week limit. As such, this is representative of the overall cost of model building in TPG for the ALE task given a two-week computational budget. In general, cost increases with an increasing number of (decision-making) frames, but the cost benefit of the nonmonotonic, adaptive nature of the policy development is also apparent.
It is also readily apparent that TPG typically employed more than the DQN budget for decision-making frames (5 × 10 7 ). However, the cost of model construction is also a function of the operations per decision. For example, the parameterization adopted by DQN results in an MLP hidden layer consisting of 1,605,632 weights, or a total computational cost in the order of 0.8 × 10 14 over all 50,000,000 training frames. The total cost of TPG model building is 4 × 10 11 in the worst case (Figure 7a) . Thus, the cost of the MLP step, without incorporating the cost of performing the deep learning convolution encoding (>3 million calculations at layer 1 for the parameterization of Mnih et al., 2015) , exceeds TPG by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, this does not reflect the additional cost of performing a single weight update.
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Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 Table 2 summarizes the cost/resource requirement when making decisions post training, that is, the cost of deploying an agent. Liang et al. (2016) report figures for the memory and wall clock time on a 3.2-GHz Intel Core i7-4790S CPU. Computational cost for DQN is essentially static due to a fixed architecture being assumed for all games. Blob-PROST complexity is a function of the diversity of colour pallet in the game title. Apparently the 9 GB number was the worst case, with 3.7 GB representing the next largest memory requirement. It is apparent that TPG solutions are typically 2 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than DQN and an order of magnitude faster than Blob-PROST.
Cost of Real-Time Decision Making
TPG model complexity is an evolved trait (Section 6) and only a fraction of the resulting TPG graph is ever visited per decision. Table 3 provides a characterization of this in terms of three properties of champion teams (as averaged over the 5 champions per game title, one champion per run):
• Teams (Tm)-both the average total number of teams per champion and corresponding average number of teams visited per decision.
• Instructions per decision (Ins)-the average number of instructions executed per agent decision. Note that as a linear genetic programming representation is assumed, most intron code can be readily identified and skipped for the purposes of program execution (Brameier and Banzhaf, 2007) . Thus, "Ins" reflects the code actually executed.
• Proportion of visual field (%SP)-the proportion of the state space (Section 4.1) indexed by the entire TPG graph versus that actually indexed per decision. This reflects the fact that GP individuals, unlike deep learning or Blob-PROST, are never forced to explicitly index all of the state space. Instead the parts of the state space utilized per program is an emergent property (discussed in detail in Section 6.2).
It is now apparent that on average only 4 teams require evaluation per decision (values in parentheses in Tm column, Table 3 ). This also means that decisions are typically made on the basis of 3-27% of the available state space (values in parentheses in %SP column, Table 3 ). Likewise, the number of instructions executed is strongly dependent on the game title. The TPG agent for Time Pilot executed over a thousand instructions per action, whereas the TPG agent for Asteroids only executed 96. In short, rather than having to assume a fixed decision-making topology with hundreds of thousands of Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 
Multitask Learning
Up to this point we have demonstrated the ability of TPG to build strong single-task decision-making policies, where a unique policy graph was trained from scratch for each Atari game title. This section reports on TPG's ability to learn multiple tasks simultaneously, or multitask reinforcement learning (MTRL). MTRL operates with the same state representation as single-task learning. That is, state variables consist of raw screen capture with no additional information regarding which game is currently being played. Furthermore, the full Atari action set is available to agents at all times.
When the TPG population is trained on multiple Atari games simultaneously, a single run can produce multiple champion policies, one for each game title, that match or exceed the level of play reported for DQN. In some cases, a multitask policy (i.e., a single policy graph capable of playing multiple titles) also emerges that plays all games 368 Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 at the level of DQN. Furthermore, the training cost for TPG under MTRL is no greater than task-specific learning, and the complexity of champion multitask TPG policies is still significantly less than task-specific solutions from deep learning.
Task Groups
While it is possible to categorize Atari games by hand in order to support incremental learning (Braylan et al., 2015) , no attempt was made here to organize game groups based on perceived similarity or multitask compatibility. Such a process would be labour intensive and potentially misleading, as each Atari game title defines its own graphical environment, colour scheme, physics, objective(s), and scoring scheme. Furthermore, joystick actions are not necessarily correlated between game titles. For example, the "down" joystick position generally causes the avatar to move vertically down the screen in maze games (e.g., Ms. Pac-Man, Alien), but might be interpreted as "pull-up" in flying games (Zaxxon), or even cause a spaceship avatar to enter hyperspace, disappearing and reappearing at a random screen location (Asteroids). In order to investigate TPG's ability to learn multiple Atari game titles simultaneously, a variety of task groupings, that is, specific game titles to be learned simultaneously, are created from the set of games for which single-task runs of TPG performed well. Relative to the four comparison algorithms which use a screen capture state representation, TPG achieved the best reported test score in 15 of the 49 Atari game titles considered (Table 7 , Appendix A). Thus, task groupings for MTRL can be created in an unbiased way by partitioning the list of 15 titles in alphabetical order. Specifically, Table  4 identifies 5 groups of 3 games each, and 3 groups of 5 games each.
Task Switching
As in single-task learning, each policy is evaluated in 5 episodes per generation. However, under MTRL, new policies are first evaluated in one episode under each game title in the current task group. Thereafter, the game title for each training episode is selected Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 with uniform probability from the set of titles in the task group. The maximum training episodes for each policy is 5 episodes under each game title. For each consecutive block of 10 generations, one title is selected with uniform probability to be the active title for which selective pressure is applied. Thus, while a policy may store the final score from up to 5 training episodes for each title, fitness at any given generation is the average score over up to 5 episodes in the active title only. Thus, selective pressure is explicitly applied only relative to a single game title. However, stochastically switching the active title at regular intervals throughout evolution implies that a policy's long-term survival is dependent on a level of competence in all games.
Elitism
There is no multiobjective fitness component in the formulation of MTRL proposed in this work. However, a simple form of elitism is used to ensure the population as a whole never entirely forgets any individual game title. As such, the single policy with the best average score in each title is protected from deletion, regardless of which title is currently active for selection. Note that this simple form of elitism does not protect multitask policies, which may not have the highest score for any single task, but are able to perform relatively well on multiple tasks. Failing to protect multitask policies became problematic under the methodology of our first MTRL study (Kelly and Heywood, 2017b) . Thus, a simple form of multitask elitism is employed in this work. The elite multitask team is identified in each generation using the following two-step procedure:
1. Normalize each policy's mean score on each task relative to the rest of the current population. Normalized score for team tm i on task t j , or sc n (tm i , t j ), is calculated as (sc(tm i , t j ) − sc min (t j ))/(sc max (t j ) − sc min (t j )), where sc(tm i , t j ) is the mean score for team tm i on task t j and sc min,max (t j ) are the population-wide min and max mean scores for task t j .
2. Identify the multitask elite policy as that with the highest minimum normalized score over all tasks. Relative to all root teams in the current population, R, the elite multitask team is identified as tm i ∈ R | ∀tm k ∈ R : min(sc n (tm i , t {1..n} ) > min(sc n (tm k , t {1..n} ), where min(sc n (tm i , t {1..n} ) is the minimum normalized score for team tm i over all tasks in the game group and n denotes the number of titles in the group.
Thus, in each generation, elitism identifies 1 champion team for each game title and 1 multitask champion, where elite teams are protected from deletion in that generation.
Parameterization
The parameterization used for TPG under multitask reinforcement learning is identical to that described in Table 1 with the exception of R size parameter, or the number of root teams to maintain in the population. Under MTRL, the population size was reduced to 90 (1/4 of the size used under single-task learning) in order to speed up evolution and allow more task switching cycles to occur throughout the given training period. 14 A total of 5 independent runs were conducted for each task group in Table 4 . Multitask elite teams represent the champions from each run at any point during development. Post training, the final champions from each run are subject to the same test procedure as identified in Section 4 for each game title. Figure 8 reports the MTRL training and test performance for TPG relative to game group 5.3, where all TPG scores are normalized relative to scores reported for DQN in Mnih et al. (2015) . By generation ≈750, the best multitask policy is able to play all 5 game titles at the level reported for DQN. 15 Under test, the multitask champion (i.e., a single policy that plays all game titles at a high level) exceeds DQN in 4 of the 5 games, while reaching over 90% of DQN's score in the remaining title (Krull) (Figure 8b ). Note that in the case of task group 5.3, only one run produced a multitask policy capable of matching DQN in all 5 tasks.
MTRL Performance
While the primary focus of MTRL is to produce multitask policies, a byproduct of the methodology employed here (i.e., task switching and elitism rather than multiobjective methods) is that each run also produces high-quality single-task policies (i.e., policies that excel at one game title). Test results for these game-specific specialists, which are simply the 5 elite single-task policies at the end of evolution, is reported in Figure  8c . While not as proficient as policies trained on a single task (Section 5.1), at least one single-task champion emerges from MTRL in task group 5.3 that matches or exceeds the score from DQN in each game title. Table 5 provides a summary overview of test scores for the champion multi-task and single-task policy relative to each game group. Test scores that match or exceed Figure 8 : TPG multitask reinforcement learning results for game group 5.3. Each run identifies one elite multitask policy per generation. The training performance of this policy relative to each game title is plotted in (a), where each curve represents the mean score in each game title for the single best multitask policy over all 5 independent runs. Note that multitask implies that the scores reported at each generation are all from the same policy. Test scores for the final multitask champion from each of 5 runs is plotted in (b), with the single best in black. Test scores for the single-task champions from each run are plotted in (c). Note that single-task implies the scores are potentially all from different policies. All TPG scores are normalized relative to DQN's score in the same game (100%) and a random agent (0%). Training scores in (a) represent the policy's average score over a max of 5 episodes in each title. Test scores in (b) and (c) are the average game score over 30 test episodes in the given game title. (The line connecting points in (b) emphasizes that scores are from the same multi-task policy.) DQN scores are from Mnih et al. (2015) .
that of DQN are highlighted in grey. For the 3-title groups, TPG produced multitask champions capable of playing all 3 game titles in groups 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5, while the multitask champions learned 2/3 titles in group 3.1 and only 1/3 titles in group 3.3.
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For the 5-title groups, TPG produced multitask champions capable of playing all 5 titles in group 5.3, 4/5 titles in group 5.2, and 3/5 titles in group 5.1. It seems that Alien and Chopper Command are two game titles that TPG had difficulty learning under the MTRL methodology adopted here (neither multitask nor single-task policies emerged for either game title). Interestingly, while Fishing Derby was difficult to learn when grouped with Frostbite and Chopper Command (group 3.3), adding 2 additional game titles to the task switching procedure (i.e., group 5.2) seems to have been helpful to learning Fishing Derby. Note that test scores from policies developed under the MTRL methodology are generally not as high as scores achieved through single-task learning for the same game titles (Section 5.1). This is primarily due to the extra challenge of learning multiple task simultaneously. However, it is important to note that the population size for MTRL experiments was 1/4 of that used for single-task experiments and the computational budget for MTRL was half that of single-task experiments. Indeed, the MTRL results here represent a proof of concept for TPG's multitask ability rather than an exhaustive study of its full potential.
Modular Task Decomposition
Problem decomposition takes place at two levels in TPG: (1) program level, in which individual programs within a team each define a unique context for deploying a single action; and (2) team level, in which individual teams within a policy graph each define a unique program complement, and therefore represent a unique mapping from state observation to action. Moreover, since each program typically indexes only a small portion of the state space, the resulting mapping will be sensitive to a specific region of the state space. This section examines how modularity at the team-level supports the development of multitask policies.
As TPG policy graphs develop, they will subsume an increasing number of standalone decision-making modules (teams) into a hierarchical decision-making structure. Recall from Section 3.2 that only root teams are subject to modification by variation operators. Thus, teams that are subsumed as interior nodes of a policy graph undergo no modification. This property allows a policy graph to avoid (quickly) unlearning tasks that were experienced in the past under task switching but are not currently the active task. This represents an alternative approach to avoiding "catastrophic forgetting" (Kirkpatrick et al., 2016) during the continual, sequential learning of multiple tasks. The degree to which individual teams specialize relative to each objective experienced during evolution (that is, the game titles in a particular game group) can be characterized by looking at which teams contribute to decision making at least once during testing, relative to each game title. Figure 9 shows the champion multitask TPG policy graph from the group 3.2 experiment. The Venn diagram indicates which teams are visited at least once while playing each game, over all test episodes. Naturally, the root team contributes to every decision (Node marked ABC in the graph, center of Venn diagram). Five teams contribute to playing both Bowling and Centipede (Node marked AB in the graph), while the rest of the teams specialize for a specific game title (Node marked A in the graph). In short, both generalist and specialist teams appear within the same policy and collectively define a policy capable of playing multiple game titles. Table 6 reports the average number of teams, instructions, and proportion of state space contributing to each decision for the multitask champion during testing. Interestingly, Evolutionary Computation Volume 26, Number 3 Figure 9 : Champion multitask TPG policy graph from the group 3.2 experiment. Decision making in a policy graph begins at the root node (ABC) and follows one path through the graph until an atomic action (joystick position) is reached (see Algorithm 2). The Venn diagram indicates which teams are visited while playing each game, over all test episodes. Note that only graph nodes (teams and programs) that contributed to decision making during test are shown.
Complexity of Multitask Policy Graphs
even for an evolved multitask policy graph (i.e., post-training), the number of instructions executed depends on the game in play, for example, ranging from 200 in Kangaroo to 512 in Kung-Fu Master for the Group 3.4 champion. While the complexity/cost of decision making varies depending on the game in play, the average number of instructions per decision for the group 5.3 champion is 610, not significantly different from the average of 602 required by task-specific policies when playing the same games (see Table 3 ). Furthermore, the group 5.3 champion multitask policy averaged 1832-2342 decisions per second during testing, which is significantly faster than single-task policies from both DQN and Blob-PROST (see Table 2 ). Finally, as the parameterization for TPG under MTRL is identical to task-specific experiments with a significantly smaller population size (90 vs. 360) , and the number of generations is similar in both cases, 16 we can conclude that the cost of development is not significantly greater under MTRL.
Conclusion
Applying RL directly to high-dimensional decision-making tasks has previously been demonstrated using both neuro-evolution and multiple deep learning architectures. To do so, neuro-evolution assumed an a priori parameterization for model complexity whereas deep learning had the entire architecture pre-specified. Moreover, evolving the deep learning architectures only optimizes the topology. The convolution operation central to providing the encoded representation remains, and it is this operation that results in the computational overhead of deep learning architectures. In this work, an entirely emergent approach to evolution, or Tangled Program Graphs, is proposed in which solution topology, state space indexing, and the types of action actually utilized are all evolved in an open ended manner.
We demonstrate that TPG is able to evolve solutions to a suite of 49 Atari game titles that generally match the quality of those discovered by deep learning at a fraction of the model complexity. To do so, TPG begins with single teams of programs and incrementally discovers a graph of interconnectivity, potentially linking hundreds of teams by the time competitive solutions are found. However, as each team can only have one action (per state), very few of the teams composing a TPG solution are evaluated in order to make each decision. This provides the basis for efficient real-time operation without recourse to specialized computing hardware. We also demonstrate a simple methodology for multitask learning with the TPG representation, in which the champion agent can play multiple games titles from direct screen capture, all at the level of deep learning, without incurring any additional training cost or solution complexity.
Future work is likely to continue investigating MTRL under increasingly highdimensional task environments. One promising development is that TPG seems to be capable of policy discovery in VizDoom and ALE directly from the frame buffer (i.e., without the quantization procedure in Section 4.1) (e.g., Kelly et al., 2018; Smith and Heywood, 2018) . That said, there are many more open issues, such as finding the relevant diversity mechanisms for tasks such as Montezuma's Revenge and providing efficient memory mechanisms that would enable agents to extend beyond the reactive models they presently assume.
